
MDX-40A
3D Milling Machine

The Roland MDX-40A 3D milling machine is an affordable, easy-to-use 

prototyping solution that supports a wide range of materials. A optional 

rotary axis unit is available, supporting larger materials.

Compact. Affordable. The Perfect Tool for Desktop Prototyping. 

With a simple USB connection to your computer, you have the power to 

turn 3D designs into precise, detailed prototype parts in a wide choice 

of materials including wood, urethane foam, tooling board and plastic. 

Clear plastics and FDA approved resins are no problem for the MDX-40A. 

Smooth surfaces and tight tolerances give you the power to create prototype parts and 

assemblies with snap fits, sharp details and physical properties that are as close as possible 

to manufactured parts – all within your budget.

Go from a 3D CAD file to prototype parts in a few easy steps, using your MDX-40A and bundled SRP Player CAM software:
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SETTING THE STANDARD FOR

DESKTOP RAPID PROTOTYPING

Export your 3D model as an industry 
standard .stl file.

Open the .stl file in our bundled 
SRP Player software.

SRP Player orients the part, generates 
toolpaths and sends it to your MDX.



No Special Training Required

Roland SRP Player CAM software is included 

and features simple step-by-step settings for 

easy operation and high quality milling. With 

SRP Player, you can preview your job on-screen 

to confirm the cutting path for superior results 

every time.  In addition, every MDX-40A 

includes ClickMILL™ software, allowing you to 

easily complete surfacing work. You can round 

edges, add pockets and holes, make fixtures  

and add last minute modifications, all without 

your CAD software. 

New Rotary Axis Unit for Larger Applications

In addition to a flat work table, the MDX-40A features a optional rotary axis 

unit that supports materials up to 10.63" (270mm) long by 4.72" (120mm) in 

diameter, three times the capacity of the previous 

model. You can now mill a 16.9oz. (500ml) PET bottle. 

Objects can be milled unattended at any angle from 

0 to 360 degrees. 

Enhancements for Maximum Ease-of-Use

Designed for greater ease-of-use, the MDX-40A 

supports a new on-screen operation panel that allows 

you to adjust the location of the endmill and quickly 

program settings. Using this panel, you can move the 

cursor in vertical, horizontal and transverse directions 

and to the desired position for the most efficient 

tool path. You can also adjust the speed of cursor 

movements for easier origin setting. The MDX-40A 

saves time and material by allowing you to adjust 

milling conditions such as spindle rotation and speed 

while the unit operates (override function).

FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES, OR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 800-542-2307 OR VISIT WWW.ROLANDDGA.COM
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MODEL MDX-40A

Acceptable material Plastics (ABS, Delrin/Acetal, Nylon, Acrylic), tooling board, wood, and 
modeling wax (metal not supported)

X, Y, and Z operation strokes 12 (X) x 12 (Y) x 4.13 (Z) in. [305 (X) x 305 (Y) x 105 (Z) mm]

Distance from collet tip to table Maximum 4.84 in. [123 mm]

Table size 12 (W) x 12 (D) in. [305 (W) x 305 (D) mm]

Loadable workpiece weight 8.8 lb [4 kg]

XYZ-axis drive system Stepping motor

Feed rate XY-axis: 0.28 to 118 in./min  [7 to 3,000 mm/min]  
Z-axis: 0.28 to 70.8 in./min  [7 to 1,800 mm/min] 
*2 mm/min step for 0.28 to 2.36in./min.  [7 to 60 mm/min] 
*60 mm/min step for 2.36 to 118in./mim.  [60 to 3,000 mm/min]

Software resolution NC-code: 0.000039 in./step  [0.001mm/step],  
RML-1: 0.00039 in./step [0.01 mm/step](RML-1)

Mechanical resolution 0.000078 in./step [0.002 mm/step] (micro-step control)

Spindle motor Brushless DC motor, Maximum 100 W

Spindle rotation 4,500 to 15,000 rpm

Tool chuck Collet method

Interface USB*1  (compliant with Universal Serial Bus Specification Revision 1.1)

Control command sets NC-code, RML-1

Power requirements AC100 to 240  ±10%, 2.1 A,; 50/60 Hz (Overvoltage category II,  
IEC 60664-1)

Power consumption Approx. 210 W

Acoustic noise level No-load operation: 56 dB (A) or less, Standby: 42 dB (A) or less 

Dimensions 26.4 (W) x 30 (D) x 21.9 (H) in.  [669 (W) x 760 (D) x 554 (H) mm]

Weight 65 kg [144 lb]

Environment Temperature: 41 to 104 °F [5 to 40 °C], Humidity: 35 to 80%  
(no condensation)

Included items Power cord, USB cable, collet (ZC-23-6), Z0 sensor, hexagonal  
wrench, hexagonal screw drivers, spanners, Roland Software Package 
CD-ROM, SRP Player CD-ROM, user's manual, SRP Player installation 
and setup guide

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Remote Control Prototype from Chemical Wood Gearshift Prototype from Polycarbonate Plastic MP3 Player Cover Prototype from ASB Plastic Correction Roller Prototype from Clear Acrylic Plastic

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR INLCUDED SOFTWARE

OS Windows 7®(32/64 bit) or Windows® 8(32/64 bit) and Internet Explorer 6.0 or later 

CPU Pentium® 4, 2.4GHz or faster recommended 

RAM 1GB or more recommended  (2GB or more recommended for Windows Vista®) 

Video card and monitor A resolution of 1024 x 768 or more recommended  
(video card compatible with OpenGL recommended) and at least 16-bit highcolor 

Free hard-disk space 72MB or more recommended 

Optical drive CD-ROM drive

OPTIONAL ROTARY AXIS UNIT (ZCL-40A)

Maximum  
angle of rotation

±99999.999 degrees

X,Y, and Z  
operation strokes

10.67 (X) x 12.01 (Y) x 2.68 (Z) in.  [271 (X) x 305 (Y) x 68 (Z) mm]

Maximum loadable 
workpiece size

Items within the range of a 2.36 in. [60 mm] radius from the center of the  
rotary axis by 10.6 in. [270 mm] long.*3

Maximum size holdable 
by workpiece clamp

Thickness: 0.39 to 1.77 in.  [10 to 45 mm] 
Diameter: 0.79 to 1.97 in.  [20 to 50 mm]

Loadable  
workpiece weight 

2.2 lb [1kg] (including clamps)

Feed rate Maximum 11.79 rpm

Software resolution 0.001 degrees

Mechanical resolution 0.005625 degrees/step (micro-step cotrol)

Dimensions 18.5 (W) x 11.3 (D) x 4.53 (H) in. [470 (W) x 286 (D) x 115 (H) mm] 

Weight 16.5 lb [7.5 kg] 

Included items Detection bar, detection pin, center drill, live center, cap screws,  
rubber cap, and user's manual

* 3 The range that can actually be cut is limited by the amount of tool extention and interference between the 
loaded workpiece and the tool or spindle.

ClickMILL

SRP Player 

OPTIONAL 3D SCANNING SENSOR UNIT (ZSC-1) 

Maximum scanning area 12 (X) x 12 (Y) x 2.36 (Z) in. [305 (X) x 305 (Y) x 60 (Z) mm] 

Distance from probe tip to table  Maximum 3.64 in. [92.4 mm] 

Table load capacity Maximum 8.8 lb [4 kg] 

Type Roland Active Piezo Sensor (RAPS)

Sensor Effective probe length 2.36 in. [60 mm] 

Tip bulb radius 0.00315 in. [0.08 mm]

Scanning method Contacting, mesh-point height-sensing

Minimum scan pitch 0.002 in [.051 mm]

OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE ITEMS

Item Model Description

Rotatry axis unit ZCL-40A See the above specifications

3D Scanning sensor unit ZSC-1 See the above specifications

Replacement spindle unit ZS-40

Dust box ZDX-40 26.33(W) x 30.27(D) x 3.8(H) in.  
[669 (W) x 769 (D) x 97 (H) mm]

Adhesive sheet for 
securing material

AS-10 210 mmx 140 mm, including 10 sheets



Simply Advanced
Automated 3D milling right from your benchtop.



Create Functional Prototypes With So Many Materials

The MDX-50 benchtop CNC mill combines precise, automated 

milling and unmatched ease-of-use. An ideal solution for short-runs 

and prototypes, it reduces operating time and simplifies production 

so users of all abilities can mill on a wide range of materials.

Automated Production

Operator-Friendly Controls

The MDX-50 features a 5-station 
Automatic Tool Changer with an 
auto-sensing function to detect 
tool length and ensure milling 
accuracy.

Optional Rotary Axis with 
self-centering headstock and 
tailstock workpiece clamps.

Almost all machine operations can be 
controlled from a built-in control panel 
without having to go back to a PC.

For monitoring machine status in busy 
classrooms and studios, current job 
status can be checked from a distance 
with multi color-coded LED status 
lights and email notifications.

The VPanel serves as a 
computer-based virtual controller with 
all of the functionality of a physical 
on-board control panel, as well as tool 
life management and e-mail alerts.

Woods

Composites

Prototyping Foam Mechanical Plastics

and Resins



Included Software for Experts and Beginners
Popular industry and education software, SRP Player CAM has been updated 
to match the advanced functions of the MDX-50. Milling settings can be 
configured in five simple steps, making operation very straightforward.

Other bundled software includes ClickMill software for surfacing, drilling 
holes, cutting pockets and other finishing processes.

Mill Fine Details and Smooth Finishes
With an advanced drive system, machine rigidity and enhanced drive mechanics, the MDX-50 mills incredibly smooth and 
accurate prototypes. A machining area of 15.8 (X) x 12 (Y) x 3.9 (Z) inches supports production of large single objects or batch 
production of smaller parts.

Simplified Machine Set-Up
The MDX-50 requires no special electrical set-up and provides simple-to-load tools and automatic 
machine calibration.

Safe, Clean and Convenient
The MDX-50 is designed for use in offices, machine shops, and educational enviornments. A 
newly improved door ensures extra-safe operation while waste is contained in a built-in debris 
collection drawer.

ClickMillSRP Player CAM

3.9”

15.8”

12.0”



Roland DGA Corp. has licensed the MMP technology from the TPL Group.
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• 5-station Automatic Tool Changer

• Advanced drive system supports dimensional stability 

when creating prototypes

• Large machining area (15.8 (X) x 12 (Y) x 3.9 (Z) in.) plus 

enhanced machine rigidity and drive mechanics

• Built-in control panel

• Optional Rotary Axis – easily converts the MDX-50 to a 

4-axis mill

• Virtual Control Panel (VPanel) – allows users to make 

changes to milling parameters while the unit is still in 

operation

• User-friendly SRP Player CAM and ClickMill software 

included

For detailed features and specifications,
visit www.rolanddga.com/mdx50.

• Automatic set-up and operation with automated 

machine calibration and tool length detection

• Supports G-code NC programming language

• Multi-color LED status light and email notification 

system inform users of machine status

• Built-in debris collection drawer with rail guided 

safety door for safe and clean production 

• Internal LED light for workspace illumination 

• Includes Roland's industry-best service and support, 

plus a comprehensive one-year warranty

• Ideal for use in offices, machine shops and 

educational environments

Highlights & Specifications

Roland DG's international ISO certifications are your assurance of our commitment to quality products and service.

Automatic Tool Changer

Status Light

Large Machining Area

Dust Collection Drawer



SRP
TM 

PlayerPro
3D CAM SOFTWARE FOR ROLAND MILLING MACHINES

For Exceptionally Smooth, Accurate Models

Certified ISO 9001:2000 ©2008 Roland DGA Corp. www.rolanddga.com

Check the precision of 

joined components such 

as this nut and bolt

Inspect the elegant curves, 

smoothness and overall 

design of a cosmetic 

bottle both visually as  

well as by touch 

Roland SRP Player Pro CAM Software Features:

•	 Creates	ultra-smooth	surfaces	and	precise-fitting	parts	while	optimizing		
	 tool	paths,	also	known	as	cutter	locations

•	 Easy-to-use,	wizard-style	interface	instantly	sets	the	milling	machine’s		
	 parameters	

•	 Creates	models	that	inspire	creativity	and	reflect	all	the	details	of	the		
	 original	models



2ND STEP

1ST STEP

3RD STEP

SRP Player Pro ensures highly efficient milling, using CAD data to generate the 

tool paths. It creates smooth surfaces directly from the original CAD data.

Define 
material 

size

EFFICIENT TOOLPATHS PRODUCE BEAUTIFULLY PRECISE OUTPUT

INTUITIVE WORKFLOW WITH EASY-TO-FOLLOW WIZARD

Unique method generates smooth, accurate tool paths

Simplify multifunctional CAM settings by following these steps to generate tool paths

The Tool & Material 

database simplifies 

the set-up process for 

machine parameters 

such as feed speed 

and the rpm. It can 

also register new 

tools into the 

database.  

For greater operating efficiency, SRP Player Pro generates 

the right tool paths for the targeted sections whether they 

are square, circular or polygon shaped.

Selects cutting area to fit design

SRP Player Pro automatically generates the most efficient tool paths for each of the 

different tools used. Larger radius tools are used to finish most of the surface area, 

while smaller tools are selected for fine details such as corners and indentations.  

This remachining process ensures maximum throughput while maintaining the 

model’s fine details and smooth surface. 

Optimizes tool paths for finishing process

Database includes 42 types of tools 
New tools can be added to the database

Database includes 25 types of material

Set up milling 
process 

parameters

EFFICIENT TOOLPATHS PRODUCE BEAUTIFULLY PRECISE OUTPUT

INTUITIVE WORKFLOW WITH EASY-TO-FOLLOW WIZARD

Polygon Calculation Method Produces Less Than Optimal Output

Approximates the surface of 

the polygon.

Offsets the cross section by 

the tool radius.

Offsets the surface.

Roland reserves the right to make changes in specifications, materials or accessories without notice. Your actual output may vary. For optimum output quality, periodic maintenance to critical components may be required. 
Please contact your Roland dealer for details. No guarantee or warranty is implied other than expressly stated. Roland shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, whether foreseeable or not, caused by defects 
in such products. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

AUTHORIZED DEALER:

RASD-SRP-PRO-01

Offsets the surface. Tracing the surface, using a 

sphere as a virtual tool. 

Generates a smooth path through the 

center of each virtual sphere.

Unique SRP Player Pro Offset Method Produces Smooth Output

Select material

Set project origin
Select milling direction

Select milling method
Select tool

Generate 
tool paths

Tool paths for the larger radius tools
Tool paths for the smaller radius tools 
used to create corners and indentations

Import file format

Saving file format

Output code

Rhino File (Rhinoceros 1.0, 1.1, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0)

DXF file (3D polygon mesh data only)

IGES file (Preferably IGES V5.1 converted by JAMA-IS)

STL file (Binary and ASCII formats)

SRP Player Pro format (.spp)

G-code (Compatible with FANUC G-Code with some exceptions), 

and RML-1 (Roland Machine Language)

Roland SRP Player Pro System Requirements

Operating system

CPU

RAM

Free hard-disk space

Connectivity

Compatible Roland 

3D Milling Machine

Others

Windows Vista® Business (32-bit edition), Windows® XP Professional Service Pack 2 (32-bit edition)

Intel® Pentium® 4 or faster

1GB or more is recommended

2GB or more (800MB or more for virtual storage)

USB Port required  (for Hardware Security Key)

MDX-540, MDX-540S, MDX-540A, MDX-540SA, MDX-40, MDX-20, MDX-15, 

MDX-650(Discontinued), MDX-500(Discontinued),

Pointing device,  CD-ROM drive 

Specifications
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